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Terrestrial Propagation of 2-Gigahertz Emissions
Transmitted from the Deep Space Network
70-Meter Antenna at Robledo
C. M. Ho,1 M. K. Sue,1 T. K. Peng,2 and E. K. Smith3

This article presents a case study of potential interference from a 2-GHz transmitter in the Deep Space Network (DSN) station in Robledo, Spain, to the International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT)-2000 mobile receivers in the city of Madrid
about 50 km away. This study has included the eﬀect of terrain between Robledo
and Madrid in evaluating the propagation modes, which include diﬀraction over the
terrain, ducting through the atmosphere, and scattering by rain. It is a complete
revision of a previous study wherein preliminary analysis of these phenomena was
presented without taking the speciﬁc terrain into account. The predicted results
concerning diﬀraction are consistent with measurements and with predictions of
the Longley–Rice model. Because of attenuation by the hills, the expected power
received through diﬀraction by a mobile receiver on ground level in Madrid is lower
than the interference thresholds (−109 dBm) when the DSN antenna transmits at
the normal power of 20 kW. The hills near the DSN antenna also provide much
attenuation to the emissions propagated through atmospheric ducting. Considering
the low duty cycle (12 percent or less) of about 2 GHz (S-band) transmissions at
Robledo, the expected power of emissions propagated through atmospheric ducting
does not exceed the receiver interference thresholds more than 0.1 percent of the
time. The corresponding eﬀect of rain scattering is estimated to be 0.01 percent of
the time. These percentages decrease at larger distances.

I. Introduction
The International Mobile Telecommunications (IMT)-2000 [1–3], also known in Europe as the Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) [6–8], and, in terms of technology, as the third-generation
wireless [4], provides the 2110- to 2170-MHz band for use in the forward direction from the base station to
mobile receivers [5,6]. The NASA Deep Space Network (DSN) has been operating high-power transmitters
in the 2110- to 2120-MHz band according to the allocation of the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU), with corresponding space-to-Earth receive frequencies in the 2290- to 2300-MHz band. These
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transmitters are installed on the 34-m and 70-m antennas in the Deep Space Communications Complexes
located at Goldstone in California, Canberra in Australia, and Robledo near Madrid, Spain. Because of
the overlap of the two services in the 2110- to 2120-MHz band, it is necessary to understand the sharing
conditions between the two services.
A preliminary analysis was conducted in late 1999 and early 2000 to outline the factors that must be
considered in characterizing the potential interference from a DSN transmitter to the IMT-2000 mobile
receivers in the neighborhood [12]. The analysis was intended to describe a general methodology of
analysis for the ﬁrst time in the DSN environment. It was not intended to provide a deﬁnitive estimation
of interference. The study was conducted before measured results around Madrid were made available,
and it did not take the local terrain into account. The present study is an update of the previous study.
It has accounted for the terrain proﬁle between Robledo and the city of Madrid, and its analytical results
have been compared with measured data.
As described in the ITU propagation models [9–11], there are three signiﬁcant modes of propagation
in addition to radiation in the line of sight. They are diﬀraction over the spherical Earth and hilltops,
ducting through atmospheric layers, and scattering by rain. While a transmitted wave can propagate
through diﬀraction and ducting requires a low elevation angle (corresponding to the side lobe of a DSN
antenna), they can also propagate by rain scattering with a large elevation angle.
This article presents an analysis using a detailed terrain proﬁle between Robledo and Madrid and
following the procedures described in ITU Recommendation ITU-R P.452 [9] and other ITU Recommendations [10,11]. Section II describes the path proﬁle, including hilltops above the line of sight between
the Robledo 70-m antenna and the city of Madrid. Section III estimates the power of signals propagating
via terrain diﬀraction and received by the mobile receiver. The estimation is compared with actual measurements at Madrid and with predictions of the Longley–Rice model. Section IV estimates the power of
signals propagated through atmospheric ducting, and Section V estimates the power of signals propagated
through rain scattering. Section VI summarizes the results of Sections IV and V as a function of distance,
and Section VII presents the conclusion.

II. Elevation Profile along the Path
A DSN 70-m antenna is located at Robledo, which is 44.7 km west of the city of Madrid (referenced to
location R in Fig. 1, near the Royal Palace) and 47.3 km to the clock tower of Cibeles Palace (location M
in Fig. 1, about 40 m above ground). The coordinates of the Robledo DSN transmitting antenna, reference
point R in Madrid, and the clock tower of Cibeles Palace, location M, are given in Table 1. The 70-m
antenna site is located within a valley, as shown in Fig. 2. We obtained the Robledo–Madrid elevation
proﬁle from the World Wide Terrain Database maintained by the Institute of Telecommunication Sciences
(ITS). Because the proﬁle had a limited spatial resolution of 1.0 km, some detailed features did not appear.
Actually, there is a ridge consisting of two small peaks at 1.2 and 1.5 km east of the 70-m antenna, with
an elevation angle of 1.5 deg for the ﬁrst peak relative to the antenna. It therefore blocks the line of sight
from the antenna to Madrid. With this modiﬁcation, the elevation proﬁle is given in Fig. 1. Reference
location R in Madrid is in a valley, with a large highland in the west. The signals emitted from Robledo
must propagate through diﬀraction over multiple obstacles before reaching Madrid.

III. Propagation by Diffraction
A. Modified Terrain Profile for Diffraction Analysis
1. Eﬀective Earth Radius. Radio waves are bent when they propagate through atmospheric gases
that decrease in density with altitude. The waves therefore can reach locations beyond the line of sight.
The severity of the bending is determined by the gradient of the refractive index near the Earth’s surface.
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Fig. 1. Terrain profile from the Robledo antenna (location T)
to Madrid: location R near the Royal Palace and location M
at the top of the clock tower of Cibeles Palace. The profile is
plotted on a flat Earth.

Table 1. Coordinates of three locations.

Location
T, Robledo transmitter

Latitude

Longitude

Elevation, m

40◦ 254 52 N

4◦ 14 53 W

865

R, near Royal Palace

40◦ 25 1

N

3◦ 43 31 W

587

M, tower of Cibeles Palace

40◦ 25 06 N

3◦ 41 18 W

680

Fig. 2. DSN antennas at Robledo and the surrounding hills: the 70-m antenna on the left
and the ridges in the background at a higher elevation, blocking the view toward Madrid.
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It is convenient for the sake of analysis to represent the radio ray as a straight line. For this reason, an
“eﬀective Earth radius” is deﬁned that in eﬀect stretches the Earth radius by a factor depending on the
refractivity gradient, ∆N . The median (50 percentile) eﬀective Earth radius factor k50 is deﬁned as

k50 =

157
157 − ∆N50

(1)

The median value of the eﬀective Earth radius, ae , is a product of the true Earth radius (6371 km at
mid-latitude) and k50 :
ae (50%) = 6371 × k50 (km)

(2)

From the map of average annual ∆N values, ∆N50 = 45 around the Madrid–Robledo area [9,10]. Thus,
k50 = 1.402, and ae = 8931 km.
2. Construction of the Path Elevation Proﬁle. Using the eﬀective Earth radius, we can modify
the elevation of the terrain proﬁle using the following equation:

y i = hi −

x2i
2ae

(3)

where yi is the modiﬁed elevation, hi is the terrain elevation above sea level, and xi is the distance from
the transmitter. The modiﬁed terrain proﬁle is shown in Fig. 3, using the median eﬀective Earth radius.
All distances and heights are referenced to this modiﬁed plot.
To construct Fig. 3, elevations hi of the terrain are read from topographic maps versus their distance,
xi , from the transmitting antenna. The terrain proﬁles, including terrain elevations and the sea level,
have been adjusted according to the average curvature of the radio ray path. The solid curve near the
bottom of the ﬁgure indicates the shape of the sea level of constant elevation (h = 0). The transmitter
at location T and the receiver at location R have diﬀerent horizons: hilltop A for the transmitter and
point B for the receiver. The vertical scales of the ﬁgure are exaggerated in order to provide a suﬃciently
detailed representation of terrain irregularities.
B. Received Interference Power through Diffraction
We can estimate the interference power, Pr , received by a mobile receiver using the basic equation
Pr = Pt + Gt − L(p) + Gr (dB)

(4)

Here, Pt is the transmitted power and Gt is the transmitter’s antenna gain toward the physical horizon
at an angle relative to the antenna boresight [15]. Diﬀraction losses, L(p), from the transmitter at
Robledo to receivers at location R and location M in Madrid are calculated in the Appendix using
methods recommended by the ITU, and they include the eﬀects of the terrain between Robledo and these
locations. Here p is the percent of time when the DSN antenna is transmitting.
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Fig. 3. Modified topographic terrain profile from Robledo
to Madrid: location R in Madrid (Royal Palace) in the
shadow of a large highland, and location M at the top of
the clock tower of Cibeles Palace (east of location R)
with a direct view of hilltop A. This profile has an effective radius ae = 1.402 times the Earth radius.

1. Diﬀraction Losses. The statistical mean of diﬀraction loss, including the loss due to distance
and the loss due to obstacles, is given below. Statistical variation due to atmospheric pressure gradients
is small, within 3 dB:
L(50%) = 234.4 dB from Robledo 70 m antenna to location R
= 177.5 dB from Robledo 70 m antenna to location M
2. IMT-2000 Mobile Receiver Characteristics. The IMT-2000 mobile station (MS) receiver has
an antenna gain of 0 dBi. IMT-2000 systems are limited by interference (internal and external), with
Gaussian noise playing a negligible role. An interference threshold for the Robledo emissions of 10 percent
of the MS receiver total-noise-plus-interference ﬂoor of −98.9 dBm [24] has been considered, resulting in
−108.9 dBm (10 dB below the receiver noise-plus-interference ﬂoor). This value represents a conservative
value for the IMT-2000 downlinks (base station to mobiles).
3. DSN Transmitting Antenna Characteristics. The DSN 70-m antenna has a boresight gain
of 62 dB and a back-lobe gain (>48 deg) of −10 dB [16]. The transmitter transmits 20 kW, or 73 dBm,
during routine operation. It does not, however, transmit when the elevation angle is less than 10 deg,
according to the ITU-R regulation. Hilltop A, the ﬁrst obstacle to the east (only 1.2 km from the 70-m
antenna), has a 1.5-deg elevation angle relative to the antenna dish center (whose ﬁrst Fresnel distance,
D2 /2λ, as seen in Fig. 4, is 17 km). When the transmitter is 10 deg above the horizon, its beam center
has an 8.5-deg angle relative to the hilltop, corresponding to a gain of 5.7 dB. However, for the 70-m
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Fig. 4. Geometry showing a DSN antenna with a 10-deg elevation angle toward
Madrid: the nearest hilltop has an elevation angle of 1.5 deg and a distance of 1.2 km.
Note that point A is outside of the beam cylinder radiated from the antenna aperture.

antenna, a 1.2-km distance is within its near ﬁeld. The side-lobe gain of the antenna in the direction of
Madrid and hilltop A is actually found to be below 0 dBi [16,17].4
When the DSN antenna tracks a spacecraft at planetary distance, it always starts from the east and
then moves toward the west at the sidereal rate of 15 deg per hour. Since Madrid and hilltop A are east
of Robledo, the DSN antenna will move away from the Madrid direction at the sidereal rate, and will be
about 35 deg away in 2 hours. At this angle or larger, the transmitting antenna gain would be around
−7 dBi to −10 dBi according to the ITU-R model [16].
4. DSN Tracking Scenario. Figure 5 illustrates a typical scenario when the 70-m antenna at
Robledo tracks a deep-space object. The Voyager 1 view period of April 11, 2002, is taken as an example
(only as an example, as actual tracking did not take place). The starting point of transmission is at
time t = 0.2 hour, when the Voyager 1 elevation angle starts to exceed 10 deg. Figure 5(a) presents
the increasing angular separation between the DSN antenna beam and the direction from the antenna to
Madrid. Figure 5(b) presents the eﬀective DSN antenna gain in the direction of hilltop A. Figure 5(c)
presents the estimated power transmitted by the DSN antenna and received by a mobile receiver with a
0-dBi antenna at various locations in Madrid.
At the beginning of a tracking session, the DSN antenna gain toward the Madrid direction is 0 dBi.
From Eq. (4), we have Pr = 73 dBm − 234.4 dB = −161.4 dBm at location R, which is much below the
interference thresholds of the IMT-2000 mobile receiver.
For a receiver at location M, which is on top of a tower 40 m above street level, Pr = 73 dBm −
177.5 dB = −104.5 dBm. At street level, the diﬀraction loss was calculated to be 19.8 dB larger without
considering the shielding of tall buildings. The received interference power at street level, therefore, is
−124.3 dBm, which also is below the receiver interference threshold.
For 75 percent of the view period, the 70-m antenna points at least 45 deg away to the west, and
the antenna gain toward Madrid is around −10 dBi. At location R, Pr = −171.4 dBm, while Pr =
−114.5 dBm at location M (40 m above street level) and −134 dBm at street level. These results can be
seen in Figs. 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c), respectively.
4 V.

Jamnejad, “DSN Radio Frequency Interference Pattern Modeling,” JPL Interoﬃce Memorandum (internal document),
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, February 4, 1999.
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Fig. 5. Voyager 1 view period on April 11, 2002: (a) angle of separation between
the DSN antenna beam and Madrid, (b) DSN antenna gain toward Madrid, and
(c) estimated DSN transmitted power into a 0-dBi antenna in Madrid.

5. DSN S-Band Transmission Duty Cycle. The duty cycle of S-band (about 2-GHz) transmission
from the Earth station to deep-space missions will be low. Starting in February 2002, with the Galileo
mission entering the closing phase of its life, the required S-band transmission to deep-space missions will
be less than 20 hours per week at Robledo. The duty cycle, therefore, will be less than 12 percent. The
low duty cycle has signiﬁcantly lowered the likelihood of interference.
In a rare occasion of emergency, the 70-m antenna can transmit a maximum power of Pt = 400 kW,
raising the predicted emissions by 13 dB. Spacecraft emergency, however, has been very rare in the DSN.
Past history, from 1998 to 2000, indicates that DSN stations support spacecraft emergency less than
one hour per year per Complex.
7

6. Polarization Discrimination. The signals transmitted by the DSN are normally of circular
polarization. Most mobile phone receivers, on the other hand, are linearly polarized. A receiver with
linear polarization will pick up only half of the power in a circularly polarized signal, causing an eﬀective
attenuation of 3 dB. Although the polarization of the transmitted signals may not remain perfectly
circular when they propagate through diﬀraction, atmosphere ducting, or rain scattering, the eﬀective
attenuation at the receiver is likely to be around 3 dB on average.
In estimating the power of interfering signals, we ﬁrst estimated the propagation loss using standard methods, without considering polarization. The power level received by the mobile receiver then
is estimated for diﬀraction, atmospheric ducting, and rain scattering (in Sections III, IV, and V, respectively). An additional 3 dB of attenuation is added at the end of each Section to account for polarization
discrimination. In Section III, this addition is included in Figs. 5(c) and 6.
7. Estimated Interference Power versus Distance. The predicted interference power due to
terrain diﬀraction along the Robledo–Madrid line is given in Fig. 6. The prediction is based on the normal
20-kW transmit power and transmitting antenna gains toward Madrid at the minimum (−10 dBi) and
the maximum (0 dBi). The receiver is located at ground level. A polarization discrimination of 3 dB is
included. It indicates that the predicted interference power in Madrid generally is below −120 dBm.
C. Comparison with Predictions of the Longley–Rice Model
The prediction based on the ITU model is compared with the Longley–Rice model [18,19] developed
by the Institute of Telecommunication Sciences (ITS), which is widely used by the telecommunication
industry and government agencies for interference evaluation.
Using a high-resolution (90-m, restricted data) terrain proﬁle, and a transmitting antenna gain of
−10 dBi, the Longley–Rice model generates an interference power between −175 dBm and −125 dBm
around the Madrid area at street level. This is consistent with results predicted with the ITU model.
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Fig. 6. The calculated received signal power at
ground level through terrain diffraction along
the Robledo-Madrid line, assuming a 20-kW
transmitted power, a 0-dBi mobile receiver
antenna gain, and a 3-dB loss due to polarization
difference. The curves correspond to the maximum and minimum effective gains of the transmitting antenna in the direction of Madrid.
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D. Comparison with Measurement
The oﬃce of the Secretary General of Communications conducted measurements at several locations
between Robledo and Madrid of S-band emissions from the Robledo DSN station [20]. Detailed results
were published in April 2000. One measurement (point M) was made in Madrid on top of the clock tower
of Cibeles Palace, about 40 m from street level. The transmitter power was 225 kW, and the antenna
was pointed at a 10-deg elevation angle in the azimuth direction of Madrid. The receiver antenna gain
was 8 dBi. The measurement at location M was −87 dBm. Normalizing the measurement condition to
20-kW transmitter power and 0-dBi receiver antenna gain, the measured number should be −105.5 dBm
(−87 dBm − 10.5 dB − 8 dB). This is very close to the predicted level at location M (the tower) under
the same conditions (−107.5 dBm).

IV. Propagation by Atmospheric Ducting
Signals transmitted at an Earth station can reach beyond obstacles that block the line of sight by the
mechanisms of atmospheric ducting and rain scattering, as illustrated in Fig. 7. These two mechanisms
are analyzed in the following to predict the additional interference from the DSN transmitters in Robledo
to the Madrid region.
As shown in Fig. 7, when the atmosphere has strong vertical gradients, slightly upward propagating
waves can be trapped within the duct between the ground and a reﬂected atmospheric layer or within an
elevated ducting layer and can propagate a long distance. As it will be shown, a hilltop higher than the
transmitting antenna will signiﬁcantly attenuate the signal propagated by atmospheric ducting.
Transmission loss of transhorizon ducting along the great circle of the Earth propagation is deﬁned as
[9–12,15]
L1 (p) = Pt + Gt + Gr − Pr (dB)

(5)

RAIN
SCATTER

DUCT

RES qES
RTS

EARTH
STATION
qet

qTS

TERRESTRIAL
STATION

Fig. 7. Two propagation mechanisms between a DSN transmitter (Earth station) and a mobile receiver
(terrestrial station) beyond the line of sight: rain scattering by a rain volume in common view and ducting
propagation through a surface or elevated duct.
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where p is the percentage of time of weather, assuming that the DSN antenna is transmitting. Thus, we
have

L1 (p) = 120 + 20 log f + γ(p)d1 + Ah (dB)

(6)

where f is the signal frequency (2.11 GHz), d1 is the distance from the transmitter (in km), and

γ(p) = 0.01 + C1 + C2 log f + C3 pC4

(7)

where C1 , C2 , C3 , and C4 are four parameters, whose values depend on the climatic zone. The Madrid
region is characterized as an A2 radio climatic region for calculating the ducting eﬀect, as all the land in
this region is at least 50 km from the sea. Ah is an additional loss due to terrain site shielding of the
transmitting station [9]:



Ah = 20 log 1 + 0.361(θet − 0.1dLt ) f × dLt + 0.264(θet − 0.1dLt )f 1/3 (dB)

(8)

where θet (in mrad) is the horizon ray elevation angle relative to the transmitter as deﬁned in Eq. (A-2)
and Fig. 7, and dLt (in km) is the distance (1.2 km) from the transmitting antenna to its radio horizon
obstacle (as shown in Fig. 4). For the Robledo site, the elevation angle of the nearest hilltop, point A
in Fig. 1, is 1.5 deg relative to the 70-m antenna dish center. Thus, Ah = 26.5 dB. Using the above
parameters and applying Eqs. (5) through (8), and assuming that the DSN antenna is transmitting at
20 kW, the propagation loss and power received by a mobile receiver in Madrid (a distance of 50 km)
is given in Table 2 as a function of percentage of time, p percent. In the last column, an additional
attenuation of 3 dB is included to account for polarization discrimination.
Comparing the received powers listed in Table 2 with the interference threshold of mobile receivers,
ducting eﬀects exceed −109 dBm about 1 percent of the time, assuming that the DSN antenna is transmitting. However, since the duty cycle of S-band transmission is below 12 percent, emissions received in
Madrid due to atmospheric ducting will not exceed −109 dBm more than 0.1 percent of the time. The
percentage decreases with distance.

Table 2. Propagation loss and power received at Madrid through
atmospheric ducting, as a function of time percentage.

p, %

Loss, L1 , dB

Pr , dBm

1.0

169.6

−109.6

2.0

172.5

−112.5

3.0

174.7

−114.7

4.0

176.4

−117.4

5.0

177.9

−117.7
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V. Propagation by Rain Scattering
Rain scattering is another mode by which waves can propagate to an area beyond the line of sight.
Rain droplets can reﬂect and scatter the waves as a mirror between a transmitter and a transhorizon
receiver. Terrain has little eﬀect on this mode, unless the mountains are so high that the rain cloud is
not visible from either the transmitter or the receiver.
The rain scattering propagation loss, L2 , is deﬁned as [10,11,21–23]

L2 (p) =

Pt
Pr

(9)

The bistatic scattering equation is [22]

L2 =

2
RT2 S
(4π)3 RES
GES GT S ηV λ2

(10)

where GES and GT S refer to the gains of the Earth and terrestrial station antennas; RES and RT S refer
to their distances from the volume of scattering rain to the Earth and terrestrial stations, respectively;
η is the radar cross section per unit volume; V is the common scattering volume; and λ is the wavelength.
Usually the Earth-station (DSN transmitting) antenna has a smaller beamwidth than the terrestrial
station (UMTS receiver) antenna. The scattering volume, V , is deﬁned by the smaller beamwidth of the
two antennas:
2
2
V ∝ θES
RES
∝

2
RES
GES

(11)

2
where θES is the beamwidth of the Earth-station antenna and θES
= π 2 /GES . Thus, GES and RES are
cancelled from Eq. (10), and L2 is a function independent of GES and RES . Because of η ∝ λ−4 , the
transmission loss due to the rain scattering ﬁnally becomes [22]

L2 (p) = 168 + 20 log RT S − 20 log f − 13.2 log R(p) − GT S + Γ (dB)

(12)

where R(p) is the rain rate, a function of percentage of time. Note that the Madrid region is characterized
as an H rainfall climatic region on the rainfall map [9,10]. The GT S of the mobile receiver is 0 dBi, and
Γ is
Γ=

631kRα −(R+1)0.19
√
(dB)
10
R

(13)

where k and α are two coeﬃcients related to frequency. RT S equals the distance between the transmitting
antenna and the mobile receiver on average. This is because the DSN antenna does not transmit below a
10-deg elevation angle. Since the typical altitude of rain cells is about 2 km, the antenna will illuminate
rain cells within 11 km of the zenith of the antenna. The distance RT S , therefore, is the distance between
the DSN antenna and the mobile receiver, ±11 km.
For a mobile receiver in Madrid, 50 km from the DSN antenna transmitting at 20 kW, the propagation
loss and power received through rain scattering are calculated by Eqs. (12) and (9) and are given in
11

Table 3 as a function of percentage of time, p percent. The last column has included an additional 3 dB
of attenuation due to the polarization diﬀerence.
Comparing the power calculated above with the receiver threshold, we can see that the expected eﬀect
of rain scattering on a mobile receiver in Madrid does not exceed the threshold of −109 dBm more than
0.1 percent of the time, assuming that the DSN antenna is transmitting. Given that the duty cycle of
the S-band transmission is below 12 percent, the threshold will not be exceeded more than 0.01 percent
of the time.
Note that the received power estimated here is much lower than the estimates in a previous analysis
[12] as a result of using the correct antenna gain of a mobile receiver.
Table 3. Propagation loss and power received at Madrid through
rain scattering, as a function of time percentage.

p, %

Loss, L2 , dB

Pr , dBm

0.1

181.6

−111.6

1.0

190.7

−120.7

2.0

197.2

−127.2

VI. Atmospheric Ducting and Rain Scattering at Larger Distances
Figure 8 summarizes interference powers generated through ducting and rain scattering modes as a
function of distance for various time percentages, p, assuming the antenna is transmitting. An additional
attenuation of 3 dB is included for the polarization diﬀerence.
Note that the estimation of the ducting eﬀect given in Fig. 8 applies not only to locations between
Robledo and Madrid, which are shielded by hilltop A, but also to locations in other directions, which are
shielded by hilltops similar to hilltop A. The estimation for rain scattering in Fig. 8 applies to all areas
around Robledo because hills in this region are not high enough to aﬀect rain scattering.
Another way to look at Figure 8 is the following. When the Robledo 70-m antenna is transmitting at
20 kW, emissions propagated via atmospheric ducting or rain scattering are not expected to exceed the
power levels given in Table 4 more than 1 percent of the time. Considering the 12 percent duty cycle of
Robledo S-band transmission, these power levels will not be exceeded more than 0.1 percent of the time
on a weekly or yearly basis. Note that all these power levels are below the mobile receiver interference
thresholds of −109 dBm.

VII. Conclusion
This analysis shows that hills to the east of the DSN antennas at Robledo provide signiﬁcant attenuation to the S-band emissions that are transmitted by the DSN antennas and propagated toward Madrid
by diﬀraction over the terrain or ducting through atmospheric layers. The emissions from a 20-kW DSN
transmitter propagated by diﬀraction will reach the ground level of Madrid at a received power lower
than the −109-dBm interference threshold of the UMTS mobile receiver. This is shown in Fig. 5 over
the entire view period of a typical deep-space tracking session. Estimation of received emission levels via
diﬀraction is given in Fig. 6 as a function of distance along the Robledo–Madrid line.
The emissions propagated via atmosphere ducting or rain scattering are not expected to exceed the
power levels given in Table 4 more than 0.1 percent of the time, taking into account the low duty cycle
12

(12 percent) of DSN S-band transmission. The eﬀects decrease with distance, as shown in Fig. 8. Relative
to the interference threshold of a UMTS mobile receiver, the expected eﬀect of atmospheric ducting will
not exceed the threshold more than 0.1 percent of the time in the city of Madrid. The expected eﬀect of
rain scattering will not exceed the threshold more than 0.01 percent of the time in that city.
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Fig. 8. Received powers through atmospheric
ducting and rain scattering as a function of distance from the DSN transmitter at Robledo for
various percentages of time, assuming the DSN
antenna is transmitting.

Table 4. Emission levels exceeded for 1 percent of the time during
continuous transmission (equivalent to 0.1 percent of the time on
a weekly basis considering the low duty cycle of transmission).

Power level, dBm
Propagation mode

Distance from Robledo
50 km

100 km

Atmospheric ducting

−110

−121

Rain scattering

−121

−127
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Appendix
Calculation of Diffraction Losses
I. Diffraction over Two Isolated Obstacles
Referring to Fig. 3 in the main text, there is only one obstacle blocking the line of sight from the
transmitter at location T to the receiver at location M, but there are two isolated obstacles blocking the
direct line of sight from location T to location R. Based on the method of estimating diﬀraction losses
involving two isolated obstacles recommended in ITU-R P.526 [13], the total diﬀraction loss is the sum
of two terms. The ﬁrst term is the diﬀraction loss due to ridge A, along a path from T to A to B, over
distances a and b (transmitter T − ﬁrst ridge A − second ridge B). The second term is the loss due to
obstacle B, along a path from A to B to R, over distances b and c (ﬁrst ridge A − second ridge B −
location R). The two terms then are added together to obtain the total diﬀraction attenuation over the
entire path. A small correction term Lc is also added to take into account the separation b between the
edges. This method is illustrated in Fig. A-1.
A
B

T

R
a

b

c

Fig. A-1. Geometry for calculating diffraction losses over
double isolated edges.

II. Loss over Obstacle A
First, we calculate the diﬀraction loss over peak A in Fig. 3. The peak is approximated by a rounded
knife edge with a thickness of 300 m (the separation of the small twin peaks). As we will show later,
thickness contributes signiﬁcantly to loss. The angular distance, θ, is the angle in radians between horizon
rays TA and BA (or MA) in the great circle plane:

θ=

d
+ θet + θer
ae

(A-1)

where d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver at sea level and ae is the median eﬀective
Earth radius. The horizon ray elevation angles θet relative to the transmitter and θer relative to the
receiver may be computed using the following equations:

θet =

hLt − hts
dLt
−
dLt
2ae

and
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(A-2)

θer =

hLr − hrs
dLr
−
dLr
2ae

(A-3)

where hLt and hLr are the elevations of horizon obstacles and hts and hrs are the elevations of the
transmitting and receiving antennas, respectively, all above the average mean sea level (AMSL). The
transmitter antenna is 37 m above the ground, while the receiver at location R in Madrid is 1.5 m above
the ground, and the receiver at the top of the clock tower of Cibeles Palace (location M) is about 40 m
above the ground. The dLt and dLr are sea level arc distances from each antenna to their radio horizon
obstacles, respectively. The location of the radio obstacle relative to the transmitter (hLt , dLt ) or the
receiver (hLr , dLr ) is determined by seeking the maximum elevation angle calculated by Eq. (A-2) or
Eq. (A-3). The horizon elevation angle is deﬁned here as the angle viewed from the center of the Earthstation antenna, between the horizontal plane and a ray that grazes the visible physical horizon in the
direction concerned; d1 and d2 are the distances from the transmitter and receiver, respectively, to the
top of the peak. For practice, d1 and d2 may be replaced by dLt and dLr , because the peak height is
relatively small compared to the horizontal distance. Ds (300 m) is the thickness of the obstacle, and hr
is its height relative to the baseline TB or TM. All parameters for this study are listed in Table A-1 for
peak A and are also shown in Fig. A-2.
For a rounded obstacle, the diﬀraction loss includes two parts:
A = J(ν) + T (m, n)

(A-4)

where J(ν) is a loss due to an equivalent knife edge placed with its peak at the vertex point, while T (m, n)
is the additional loss due to the curvature of the obstacle. Parameters m and n are deﬁned later.
Table A-1. Path parameters for the geometry involving obstacle A.

Path

d,
km

d1 ,
km

d2 ,
km

dLt ,
km

dLr ,
km

hts ,
km

hrs ,
km

hLt ,
km

hLr ,
km

hr ,
km

Ds ,
km

TAB

38.8

1.2

37.6

1.2

37.6

0.865

0.700

0.896

0.896

0.031

0.30

TAM

47.3

1.2

46.1

1.2

46.1

0.865

0.680

0.896

0.896

0.031

0.30

Ds
A
d1

q

q
r

hr

q

d2
hLt,r

T

B (or M)

hts
dLt

dLr

hrs

d
Fig. A-2. Geometric parameters for calculating diffraction losses relative
to point B (or M) caused by a rounded obstacle. The inserted diagram in
the upper right shows the thickness, Ds , and the radius of the rounded
obstacle.
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To calculate J(ν), we need to ﬁrst evaluate parameter ν, which is deﬁned as

ν=θ

2d1 d2
λd

(A-5)

where angular distance, θ, is from Eq. (A-1) and wavelength λ = 1.42 × 10−4 km for the radio wave at
S-band (2115 MHz). The diﬀraction loss for a single knife edge is

J(ν) = 6.9 + 20 log



(ν − 0.1)2 + 1 + ν − 0.1 (dB)

(A-6)

Then we calculate radius r of the rounded knife edge:

r=

Ds
θ

(A-7)

where Ds is the thickness of the rounded knife edge.
The curvature loss is
T (m, n) = k(n) × mb(n)

(A-8)

where

r
m=

d1 + d2
d1 d2
 πr 1/3
λ

hr


(A-9)

 πr 2/3

n=

λ
r

(A-10)

b = 0.73 + 0.27 [1 − exp (−1.43n)]

(A-11)

k = 8.2 + 12.0n

(A-12)

and

Using the median eﬀective Earth radius, Eqs. (A-1) through (A-12), and the parameters listed in
Table A-1, we obtain values for θ, ν, J(ν), curvature loss T , and diﬀraction loss A with respect to point B
and location M, as presented in Table A-2. Note that the two sets of numbers are very close.
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Table A-2. Calculated loss parameters for paths TAB and TAM due to obstacle A.

Path

θ,
rad

ν

J(ν),
dB

r,
km

m

n

b

k

T,
dB

A,
dB

TAB

0.0333

4.257

25.42

9.0

0.129

11.75

1.0

149.4

19.20

44.62

TAM

0.0331

4.250

25.40

9.0

0.132

11.75

1.0

149.2

19.66

45.06

III. Loss over Obstacle B
There is no diﬀraction loss between peak A and a receiver at location M because peak B, an isolated
rounded obstacle, does not block the line of sight. However, there is diﬀraction loss from peak A to
location R due to obstacle B. The mountain ridge B may be approximated as a rounded obstacle. The
geometry for an idealized rounded obstacle is shown in Fig. A-3. Here, the rounded obstacle is isolated
from the surrounding terrain. We have used a two-dimensional cylinder with radius r to represent the
rounded obstacle B.
Two straight lines from points A and R tangential to the cylinder cross each other at point B, as
shown; hr is the obstacle’s height from point B to the baseline AR; Ds is the horizontal distance between
two tangent points on the cylinder; dst is the horizontal distance from point B to the tangential point on
the left; and dsr is the horizontal distance to the tangential point on the right. All parameters for the
calculation of diﬀraction loss over obstacle B are given in Table A-3.
For a large rounded obstacle, the radius is obtained using
r=

2Ds dst dsr
θ2 (d2st + d2sr )

(A-13)

where
Ds = dst + dsr

(A-14)

Using the median eﬀective Earth radius, obtained from Eqs. (A-13) and (A-14), equations given in the
previous subsections, and parameters in Table A-3, we obtain the results given in Table A-4.

IV. Combined Diffraction Losses from the Transmitter to the Receiver
The total diﬀraction loss from transmitter T to the receiver at location R is the combination of losses
due to both obstacles A and B, as shown in Fig. A-1 [13]:
Ld = ATAB + AABR + Lc

(A-15)

where Lc is a correction term (=0.02 dB). From values of A in Tables A-2 and A-4, we have Ld = 102.46 dB
for a receiver at location R. For a receiver at location M, there is only one obstacle, ATAM , and the loss
Ld = 45.06 dB, from Table A-2.
The actual diﬀraction loss conceivably is greater than the theoretical loss calculated here because of
other possible terrain eﬀects, such as surface roughness, clutter, etc., which are not included in this model.
These factors usually can cause an additional loss of around 10 dB [18,19].
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dst
dsr
B

d1

A

q
ds

hr

d2
R

hts
q r

hrs

hLt,r

dLt

dLr
d

Fig. A-3. Geometric parameters for calculating diffraction loss from peak A to location R
due to a large rounded obstacle B.

Table A-3. Path parameters for the geometry involving peak B.

d,
km

d1 ,
km

d2 ,
km

dLt ,
km

dLr ,
km

hts ,
km

hrs ,
km

hLt ,
km

hLr ,
km

dst ,
km

dsr ,
km

hr ,
km

43.5

37.6

5.9

37.6

5.9

0.896

0.587

0.700

0.700

2.2

3.0

0.07

Table A-4. Calculated loss parameters for path ABR due to obstacle B.

Path

θ,
rad

ν

J(ν),
dB

r,
km

m

n

b

k

T,
dB

A,
dB

ABR

0.0164

4.40

25.70

301.8

0.310

8.24

1.0

107.1

32.12

57.82

Total propagation losses through the terrain diﬀraction are
L = Lb + Ld

(A-16)

where Lb is free-space transmission loss due to distance d,
Lb = 32.45 + 20 log f + 20 log d

(A-17)

where frequency f is in MHz and distance d is in km. Thus, for a receiver at location R, we have
Lb = 131.96 dB and, with the diﬀraction loss Ld calculated above, L = 234.40 dB. Here we have
neglected the gaseous absorption loss in the surface [14] because this loss is very small at S-band.
For a receiver at location M, Lb = 132.46 dB. We then have L = 177.52 dB. Note the large diﬀerence
between propagation losses from the same transmitter to two receivers at locations R and M, which are
only 2.6 km apart, because of the existence of a second obstacle along the path.
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V. Statistical Distribution due to Atmospheric Gradients
Diﬀraction loss is a function of the eﬀective Earth radius, ae , which depends on the changing atmospheric refractivity gradients. Diﬀraction loss, therefore, has a statistical distribution as a result of
uncertainty in the atmosphere refractivity.
At 50 percentile, p = 50 percent, and Ld (50%) is computed using the median eﬀective Earth radius,
ae (50%). The median diﬀraction loss is Ld (50%) = 102.46 dB for the receiver at location R.
For a very small percentage of time when the refractivity index gradient becomes very large, an
anomalous eﬀective Earth radius applies. The anomalous time percentage, β0 (%), is deﬁned as the
percentage of time when the refractivity index gradient exceeds 100 N-units/km in the ﬁrst 100 m of the
lower atmosphere at the central latitude, ϕ, under consideration:
β0 = 10−0.015|ϕ|+1.67 µ1 µ2 (%)

(A-18)

where µ1 and µ2 are parameters depending on the degree to which the path is over land and water. For
the Madrid–Robledo path, where ϕ = 40 deg, we have µ1 = 0.144, µ2 = 1.566, and β0 = 2.64 percent. In
this case, kβ0 is 2.8, per Eq. (1) [9], and the anomalous eﬀective Earth radius is ae (β0 ) = 6371 × kβ0 =
19, 113 km, per Eq. (2).
For p ≤ β0 percent, Ld (β0 ) is computed using the anomalous eﬀective Earth radius, ae (β0 ), for an
anomalous time percentage, β0 (%). Following the same procedure as used in the previous sections, we
have anomalous diﬀraction loss Ld (β0 ) = 99.5 dB, which is only 2.9 dB less than the median diﬀraction
loss.
For β0 % < p < 50%, Ld (p) is given by [9]
Ld (p) = Ld (50%) − Fi (p) [Ld (50%) − Ld (β0 )]

(A-19)

where Fi (p) is an interpolation factor based on a log-normal distribution of diﬀraction loss over the range
β0 % < p < 50%, given by
 p 
100
Fi (p) =
β0
I
100
I

(A-20)

where I(p/100) is the inverse cumulative normal function.
Finally, the total propagation loss as a function of percentage of time, p, is
L(p) = Lb + Ld (p)

(A-21)

where we have neglected a small correction term, Esd (p). The result for a receiver at location R is shown
in Fig. A-4. We can conclude that the propagation loss due to diﬀraction is almost constant throughout
the year.
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Fig. A-4. Total diffraction loss over two obstacles from a
transmitter at location T to a receiver at location R as a
function of time percentage.
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